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Abstract

With the rapid growth of the number and scale of smart grid users, traditional data encryption transmission methods can no longer meet the performance requirements of data aggregation. In response, a power consumption information collection and management system based on SGX software protection extension is proposed. The system mainly consists of three parts: user electricity data acquisition terminal, SGX data security processing and distributed storage module on the chain, and data monitoring management display platform. The user electricity data collection terminal collects electricity data from various buildings, residences, rooms, and other smart meters, analyzes and uploads it. After calling the trusted function of SGX technology, it enters the security zone provided by SGX for data processing. Finally, the data security processing results and data are uploaded to the blockchain for storage. In order to visually display user electricity usage data, an intelligent monitoring platform for user electricity collection and management has been established. This system can reduce the workload of user electricity data collection, ensure the accuracy of data collection, and provide an efficient and highly reliable system platform for user electricity data management.
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1. Introduction

With the development of information technology and the improvement of living standards, people's demand for the security of electricity consumption data and information in the power grid continues to increase.[1,2] Traditional power grids have poor information security during the power transmission process, with a large amount of hidden losses. Attackers can easily steal users' electricity consumption data information, exposing personal privacy and disrupting system stability[3-6].

In recent years, the frequent major security incidents and privacy breaches around the world have elevated the security and privacy issues of smart grids to unprecedented heights.[7,8] In 2010, the "Zhenwang" virus exploited vulnerabilities in industrial control systems, causing at least one fifth of the uranium enrichment equipment at Iran's Bolsh nuclear power plant to be shut down due to the virus infection, successfully avoiding the fault detection system and causing misjudgment in management system decisions[9]. In 2015, the first large-scale power outage incident caused by malicious software in the Ivano Frankivsk region of Ukraine was attacked by hackers, resulting in a large-scale power outage that plunged about half of the region's households (approximately 1.4 million people) into darkness for several hours, once again sounding an alarm for power grid managers worldwide[10].

Faced with the increasing security threats, the current network defense security of the power system is very worrying, and the danger is imminent[11,12]. Once an attack launched by hackers breaks through the power system, it will lead to power grid paralysis. In addition, due to the real-time and high fidelity user electricity data transmitted in the smart grid information network, which contains a large amount of sensitive privacy information, malicious attackers can analyze and obtain user behavior habits based on user electricity data, leading to the constant risk of privacy leakage for grid users[13].

The frequent occurrence of security incidents and privacy breaches in smart grid systems has attracted high attention from governments and academia around the world, becoming
a hot topic of concern for all parties. From the perspective of the smart grid system itself, the widespread application of information network technology has led to the increasing openness of the smart grid, which will inevitably lead to higher security risks; From the external environment, the attacker's ability to attack the system is also constantly improving.4-6

Regarding the security of the power grid management system, at the centralized global control level, the management system of the power grid system analyzes the status of the power grid through user electricity consumption data collected by intelligent meter terminals, predicts future electricity consumption trends, and adopts timely and effective control and scheduling measures. For distributed electricity consuming households, smart meters can also play the role of control centers, optimizing and scheduling the self-organizing network of smart homes. They can adjust their electricity consumption plans and peak shaving and valley filling based on the global information feedback from the control center, thereby achieving energy conservation and emission reduction. However, once an attacker takes advantage of the lack of security authentication and access control mechanisms in smart home devices with embedded wireless communication modules, stealing communication data between smart meters and smart homes, and even controlling the operation of smart home devices, not only will it harm the economic interests of users, but once the attack range is large enough, it will also affect the overall operational efficiency of the power grid. A large number of research results have emerged both domestically and internationally, proposing various methods from different perspectives, aiming to improve the security of smart grids and ensure that the privacy of users in the grid is not compromised.

This article utilizes smart electricity meters and collection terminals to collect user electricity usage information, and utilizes Intel Security Extension SGX to process the collected electricity usage data. All data is uploaded to the blockchain distributed platform to ensure the authenticity, security, and traceability of all electricity usage data. At the same time, establish a web-based data management platform to achieve real-time monitoring of user electricity consumption data information, historical data query, and statistical analysis, which helps electricity managers and users understand electricity consumption situation and improve electricity quality.

2. Technical Knowledge

2.1. Introduction to SGX

Intel's Software Guard Extension (SGX) is an extension of the Intel instruction set architecture. The purpose is to ensure hardware security as a mandatory guarantee, without relying on the security status of firmware and software, allowing applications to create a trusted executable area in memory, called an Enclave. When the program executes to a trusted function, it will execute in the safe zone and can access the code and data in Enclave. Other attempts to access Enclave outside the secure zone will be rejected by the CPU. After the data in Enclave is output to a non secure area through specialized encryption, other machines cannot decrypt the encrypted data even if they receive it, ensuring the accuracy and confidentiality of the data. Intel SGX provides two data sealing schemes. One is the Secure Zone Flag (MRENCLAVE) policy, where the key is exclusively owned by the secure zone. Only the same secure zone of the same machine can unseal data; Another type is the sealing flag (MRSigner) strategy, which is based on a key generated by the authorized party of the security zone sealing, which can enable data sealed by one security zone to be unsealed by another security zone on the same machine. These two schemes can achieve data encryption and decryption on the same machine, ensuring the security of data storage and processing on the machine.

2.2. Introduction to Blockchain

Blockchain is a distributed ledger based on peer-to-peer networks. Each block in the blockchain points to the previous block to ensure that the recorded data in the block is difficult to tamper with and traceable to its source. In addition, due to the blockchain system being a peer-to-peer distributed network, when a node experiences data loss due to downtime or other reasons, it can still recover data from the data stored by other nodes, solving the problem of node data loss and ensuring data integrity. The general block structure is shown in Figure 1, where a block contains a header and a transaction list. The header mainly includes the hash value of the previous block, the difficulty value, and the Merkle root of the transaction.

2.3. Web technology

Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) actually integrates multiple technologies, each with its unique features, and together, it forms a powerful new technology. It combines Java technology, XML, JavaScript, CSS, DOM and other programming technologies, allowing developers to easily and freely build web applications based on Java technology. At the same time, it adopts advanced Web2.0 concepts, breaking the traditional convention of page
overloading and achieving local refresh and real-time display[31].

Node.js was released in May 2009 and developed by Ryan Dahl. It is a JavaScript runtime environment based on the Chrome V8 engine, using an event driven, non blocking I/O model to run JavaScript on a server-side development platform. It makes JavaScript a scripting language on par with server-side languages such as PHP and Python[32].

3. System Design

3.1. Overall System Framework

The system mainly consists of three modules: electricity data acquisition terminal, SGX data processing and on chain storage module, and electricity data monitoring display platform.

The overall system architecture is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Overall System Architecture Diagram](image)

The user electricity collection monitoring data collection terminal uses intelligent meters and other devices to monitor user electricity consumption. Real time collection of electricity data, transmission of data to SGX trusted environment through analysis, and processing and analysis of collected data; Then encrypt the data and upload it to the blockchain to ensure the authenticity and accuracy of the data source; Finally, the data monitoring platform can obtain real and effective real-time monitoring data from the chain and display it, achieving real-time monitoring of user electricity consumption and historical data query and statistics, as well as analyzing historical data.

3.2. System Hardware Design

The basic hardware equipment for electricity information measurement and collection equipment mainly includes intelligent energy meters and collection terminals.

1) Intelligent energy meter
   Intelligent energy meters mainly include multi-functional single-phase intelligent energy meters for residential users and intelligent bidirectional metering energy meters for users with distributed power generation. Among them, intelligent bidirectional energy meters can achieve independent measurement and storage of bidirectional energy in distributed power and grid bidirectional power supply modes[33].

2) Acquisition terminal
   The electricity information collection terminal is a device that collects electricity information from various information collection points. A device that can achieve the collection, management, bidirectional transmission, and forwarding or execution of control commands for electricity meter data. Electricity information collection terminals are divided into specialized transformer collection terminals, centralized meter reading terminals (including concentrators and collectors), distributed energy monitoring terminals, and other types according to their application locations.

   At the same time, the hardware part of the acquisition terminal of the system also includes control units, data acquisition modules, power modules, communication modules, etc. The main function of the control unit is to analyze and process the communication data transmitted from the upper computer, and to transmit the data measured by various smart meters to the upper computer[34]. The main function of the data collection module is to collect data from various smart meters. The main function of the power module is to provide power to the control unit and communication module. The main function of the communication module is to transmit data between the upper computer and the control unit.

   When receiving data from the upper computer, the control unit processes and judges the communication data, identifies the collection terminal for data collection based on the transmitted data, collects data from the corresponding smart meter, transfers the collected data to the control unit for corresponding processing, and then sends the collected data to the upper computer through 485 communication to complete the acquisition of monitoring data by the upper computer[33]. The software flowchart of the lower computer is shown in Figure 3.
The communication module of the SGX based power consumption information collection and management system hardware design selects a combination of four communication methods for different application scenarios, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Communication</th>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Scope of use</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local communication</td>
<td>Communicatio n method 1</td>
<td>Collector - Single phase energy meter</td>
<td>rs-485 bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communicatio n method 2</td>
<td>Collector - concentrat or</td>
<td>Zigbee wireless communicati on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communicatio n method 3</td>
<td>Intelligent bidirectional metering electricity meter - distributed generation measurem ent and control terminal</td>
<td>Can bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote communication</td>
<td>Communicatio n method 4</td>
<td>Various measurement and control terminals - main station</td>
<td>optical fiber</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. System Software Design

The software part of the system mainly includes a data trusted processing module, a data storage module, and a data management platform data display module. The software framework is shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Software framework diagram](image)

1) Data trusted processing module

After obtaining user electricity data from the data collection terminal, enter the SGX trusted environment through pre-programmed trusted functions to securely process the data. Trusted functions have their own code and data, which can provide confidentiality and integrity protection, and have controllable entry points. The processing process is shown in Figure 5. No external program can enter the trusted environment to read the data, ensuring the accuracy of the collected data and data processing results.

An example of pseudocode for processing functions in a trusted environment is as follows:

```java
enclave{
    import *
    trusted{
        public string analyzeData(Power)
        if Power.consumption > Power.consumption_max
            str = "Power high:" + Power.consumption;
        else if Power.consumption < Power.consumption_min
            str = "Power low:" + Power.consumption;
        else
            str = "Normal";
        return str;
    }
}
```

![Figure 5. SGX process diagram](image)
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str = Power.consumption;
...
}
}
untrusted{ ... }
}

2) Data uplink module

After data processing is completed, there is still a risk of data being tampered with if it is directly output to an untrusted environment. In order to ensure the security and reliability of the data before being displayed on the system platform, a blockchain solution is introduced. Blockchain has the characteristics of decentralization and difficulty in tampering with data, providing secure storage. Pack the electricity consumption data collected by the collection terminal and the processed data through the blockchain light nodes in a trusted environment. The pseudocode for the uplink processing function is as follows:

trusted{
  public string uploadBlock(data, result){
    begin_b='0x ... start address;
    end_b='0x ... end address';
    Block_ch=collect(data, result); //Block_ch upchain data
    tx={                             //create up chain
        from: begin_b,
        to: end_b,
        power: 'user power',
        nonce: 1,
        //random
        value: 0,
        data: Block_ch
    }
    sendTx(tx); // Sending transactions containing data to blockchain networks
  }
}

Due to the collected user electricity consumption data being linked up in the transaction data domain, the electricity consumption data in the data domain is publicly searchable. However, in practical application scenarios, there may be multiple nodes corresponding to different management platforms, and the system platform can only obtain the electricity collection data of its corresponding users. Therefore, the solution is for the platform to negotiate secret keys with various collection nodes of the user to encrypt data and provide an additional layer of access control.

3) Data display module

The data display module is mainly the implementation of the user electricity collection and management platform. After the user's electricity consumption data is uploaded to the chain, the user electricity management platform can query the data from the chain and obtain the electricity consumption data of the users in the data domain. The web-based monitoring platform visualizes the electricity consumption status of users at various collection points, providing precise warnings for platform users or electricity managers on abnormal situations.

As shown in Figure 6, the main functions of the user electricity collection and management system platform are as follows:

- 1) Real time data monitoring of user electricity consumption.
- 2) Display the historical information curve of user electricity consumption data.
- 3) User electricity consumption data historical information report query.
- 4) Statistical analysis of user electricity consumption data.
- 5) User platform permission management.

![Figure 6. User electricity collection and management platform functions](image)

4. System Implementation

The user electricity collection and management system platform based on SGX has achieved a combination of backend data read and write interfaces and web display pages. In the web display section, the front-end JS framework and Ajax asynchronous communication technology are used to exchange information at the data level with the on chain data server, without having to refresh the page every time, quickly building a user electricity data management display interface. In the interface development section, the application program interface based on JS libraries such as Node and web3 interacts with the data blockchain layer to obtain user electricity consumption data stored on the chain.

4.1. Realtime data

Using the electricity meter collection point as a unit, obtain the electricity consumption data collected at each collection point every 1 hour, and use the table component to display the electricity consumption data at the collection point. The display page is shown in Figure 7.

Click the call button in the interface, and the program will write a command to the system database. The front-end computer of the system will read and interpret the command, read the terminal data, and return it to the webpage for display. This includes information such as three-phase voltage, three-phase current, active power, reactive power, etc. corresponding to the collection terminal.
4.2. Historical data

Considering the demand for statistical analysis of electricity consumption data, the average fluctuation of electricity consumption data in the information center is displayed based on daily units, monthly units, and annual units. A web-based visual graphics display plugin, FusionCharts, is introduced to achieve dynamic graph display of electricity consumption data.

User electricity history curve query, including voltage curve, current curve, zero sequence current curve, active power curve, reactive power curve, power factor curve, apparent power curve, load rate curve, transformer active loss, current imbalance curve, voltage imbalance curve, current distortion rate curve, voltage distortion rate curve, temperature curve, etc. Current curve is shown in Figure 8.

4.3 Historical report

Historical report statistics, including collecting daily load reports, statistical reports, extreme value daily reports, event record daily reports, voltage qualification rate reports, etc., and providing monthly report statistics function. The following figure shows the daily statistical report of the collection terminal, including the total active energy of the distribution transformer, peak, flat, valley active and reactive energy, as well as the total reactive energy of the forward and reverse directions. Ordinary users can also query the historical data, electricity consumption, and other information of their corresponding electricity meter equipment. As shown in Figure 9.
conditions over different time spans provide management basis for electricity managers. The system greatly reduces the workload of electricity managers, and makes user electricity data transparent, electricity quality clear, electricity data secure. Establishing a bridge of integrity between electricity management units and users can help promote the healthy development of the electricity market.
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